
dating of the Tiburtine Sibyl and of the myth of the Last Emperor is disputed and will cer-
tainty reignite the debate as well as old controversies.

Chapter 3 engages with the development of Christian apocalyptic ideas between the sixth
and seventh centuries, which are both periods of eschatological expectation. In particular,
Shoemaker offers a comprehensive analysis of seventh-century literary production, especially
the Alexander Syriac tradition. Thus he explores the intense and detailed account of Christian
apocalyptic feelings in a period of great social and military upheaval due to the Persian-
Byzantine wars, the Persian capture and the Byzantine reconquest of Jerusalem, and finally,
the Islamic conquest of the Near East.

This latter chapter is analytically linked to chapter 4, which deals with seventh-century
apocalypticism in Jewish and Zoroastrian traditions that themselves seem to reflect know-
ledge of the tradition of the Roman Last Emperor. As for the Jewish literature, Shoemaker
highlights the welcoming Jewish reaction to the Persian conquest of Jerusalem and the trag-
edy of the following Byzantine return with Heraclius. He also notes their messianic hopes
and expectations, all reported in the Sefer Elijah and the Sefer Zerubabbel. Regarding the
Zoroastrian apocalyptic tradition, Shoemaker identifies the last royal figure of KayWahrām,
who was to free the land of Iran and to foretell the coming of the first Zoroastrian savior, as
the Sasanian general and rebel Bahrām Čobēn. This identification is still debated, given the
late and continuous reworking that these texts underwent, but there is extensive evidence that
apocalyptic expectations already existed in the Sasanian empire at the end of the sixth cen-
tury.However, while agreeingwith Shoemaker’s suggestion, an alternativemight be the iden-
tification of KayWahrām as the Wahrāmwho, according to Masʽūdī, was one of the two sons
of the last Sasanian King Yazdegard III. Wahrām’s brother Pērōz continued the fight against
the Arabs with Chinese support, from an area located in modern Afghanistan, while part of the
Sasanian family retreated to the T’ang court. As the myth of the last legitimate king requires
him to come and fight against the Arabs from the region of modern Afghanistan and China,
this account might represent a political oracle of the return of the son of Yazdegard III (or
another legitimate or pretending heir) from the Chinese borderlands.

In chapter 5 Shoemaker argues how and to what extent early Islam formed as an eschato-
logical movement driven by the mission to restore divine rule before the end of times, as
we saw elsewhere in the seventh-century traditions. The final chapter engages the eschato-
logical justifications for the Muslim conquests. Shoemaker convincingly demonstrates that
the war against Rome and the conquest of Jerusalem followed a precise political and reli-
gious plan to create an apocalyptic empire, which was not dissimilar to the eschatological
trends that had developed earlier in the Christian, Jewish, and Zoroastrian worlds.

In summary, Shoemaker’s monograph has no doubt succeeded in providing a complete
and engaging study of late ancient apocalypticism in the Near East. His ability and accu-
racy, as well as range and depth, in discussing a wide variety of different sources embedded
in a complex historical and religious environment make this book an essential and incom-
parable instrument and reference for all researchers in the field.

Domenico Agostini, Tel Aviv University

Alessandro Silvestri, L’amministrazione del regno di Sicilia: Cancelleria, apparati
finanziari e strumenti di governo nel tardo medioevo. (I libri di Viella 282.) Rome: Viella,
2018. Paper. Pp. 496; 4 black-and-white figures, 10 graphs, and 9 tables. €43. ISBN:
978-8-8672-8689-8.
doi:10.1086/711861

The study of the administration of the medieval kingdom of Sicily has a long pedigree.Much
of the emphasis has lain on the Norman period, with important contributions in English by
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the great pioneer of Norman Sicilian history Evelyn Jamison, and the subsequent modifica-
tions of her position by Hiroshi Takayama and others. Rising interest in the Angevin and
Aragonese kings of Naples has shifted the attention of historians to the mainland part of
the kingdom, which split apart after 1282 as a result of the War of the Sicilian Vespers. The
path-breaking research of Alan Ryder, making use of documentation that had been trans-
ferred en masse to Barcelona, opened up new vistas of the policies and administrative orga-
nization of southern Italy between 1442 and 1458, when it lay under the energetic rule of
King Alfonso V “theMagnanimous” of Aragon. He was already, since 1416, king of the other
territory that called itself “Kingdom of Sicily,” the island that had been ruled during the four-
teenth century by a cadet line of the house of Aragon. The Kingdom of Sicily was reintegrated
into the larger network of lands under the rule of the king of Aragon at the start of the fifteenth
century under Martin the Humane, king of Aragon. While research on Alfonso’s rule over
Naples has advanced by leaps and bounds in recent years, Alfonso’s rule over the island of
Sicily has attracted the attention of fewer historians.

Alessandro Silvestri’s great achievement is opening up an area of research that is rich in
neglected archives. To say this is not to deprecate the achievements of Sicilian historians,
notably Pietro Corrao (who has, however, concentrated on the decades before Alfonso),
E. IgorMineo, and Fabrizio Titone, nor to forget Henri Bresc and his sometimes acerbic critic,
the late Stephan Epstein. The value of Silvestri’s exceptionally detailed and well-documented
book lies in two areas. It considers carefully and intelligently the status of this kingdom, which,
allowing for an occasional appearance by King Alfonso, was ruled by an absentee monarch—
unlike Naples, where he spent the majority of his time after 1442.Most of the book, though, is
concerned with the precise mechanics of government, and especially with the close attention
paid to record-keeping. Silvestri wisely takes the reader all the way back to the twelfth century;
the legacy of the tradition of close supervision from the center in the Sicilian cancelleria needs,
as he shows, to be set alongside a parallel tradition of multiple record-keeping in the Spanish
lands of the Crown of Aragon—il modello aragonese. Particularly important is his concen-
tration on the financial mechanisms at work in Sicily. Alfonso’s imperial aims in Italy and the
Mediterranean led to demands for funds, which, as Silvestri shows, the island was well placed
to satisfy. Indeed, the conquest of southern Italy in 1442, in the face of stiff opposition from
the supporters of René of Anjou, would have been impossible without the strong financial sup-
port provided by the island.

Silvestri’s demonstration of the successful exploitation of the economic resources of Sicily
can be set alongside Epstein’s optimistic (by comparison with Bresc’s) assessment of the
Sicilian economy in this period. An important feature of Alfonso’s rule after 1443 was the
recovery of alienated royal demesne lands. This argument rather puts to rest the character-
ization of Alfonso as a ruler of Sicily who was so ruthless in his fund-raising that he would sell
free cities (even when he had already alienated them once). A key role in the financial admin-
istration of Sicily was provided by the conservator maioris regii patrimonii, whose office,
established on the eve of Alfonso’s accession to the Aragonese throne, Silvestri describes in
exhaustive detail. Moreover, the viceroys acted with what might appear to be a surprising
degree of autonomy. But the island was not an Aragonese colony, even though Bresc in his
magisterial work portrayed its economy as a “colonial” one. Indeed, Silvestri suggests that
the high degree of autonomy accorded to Sicily became a model for the government of Alfonso’s
other kingdoms. What it did lose by being part of the network of states known to historians as
the Crown of Aragon was the opportunity to develop its own foreign policy distinct from that
which Alfonso was pursuing throughout Italy and the Mediterranean.

Alfonso was one of the dominating figures in the fifteenth-centuryMediterranean until his
death in 1458. Perhaps, paradoxically, it is because he ruled so many separate kingdoms—
Aragon,Majorca, Valencia, Sardinia, Naples, Sicily, plus the Principality of Catalonia—that
his reign has received less attention than it deserves. He laid the foundations of Ferdinand the
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Catholic’s busy policy of intervention right across theMediterranean. Silvestri’s work marks
a major step forward in the study of his reign. It is, however, very densely packed with an
enormous quantity of detail; after all, Silvestri has sifted through vast amounts of archival
material—nearly one hundred volumes of theConservatoria di Registro in the State Archives
of Palermo, just for a start. His book provides an invaluable guide to how to make use of the
fifteenth-century Sicilian archives, as much as a reassessment of Alfonso’s reign over the
island. Most significantly, it places Sicily in the wider setting of Alfonso’s career, while look-
ing back in time and also forward, to place the administrative developments of Alfonso’s
reign in their longer-term context.

David Abulafia, Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge

Patricia Skinner, Studying Gender in Medieval Europe: Historical Approaches. London:
PalgraveMacmillan, 2018. Paper. Pp. xi, 180; 7 tables. $28.99. ISBN: 978-1-1373-8753-0.
doi:10.1086/712157

This important book provides an immensely useful introduction to the reasons and methods
behind the study of gender in theMiddle Ages. In a little under 180 pages, the author manages
to provide a remarkably coherent overview of the different themes, sources, and approaches
that can be fruitfully employed in the study of gender in the Middle Ages. Presented in an
engaging and accessible way, it is likely to become a go-to text for students and teachers of
medieval history, including those for whom the study of the gender or the study of the Middle
Ages is new territory.

Historiographical developments occupy the focus of the first two chapters. In chapter 1,
the author outlines some of the key developments in modern feminist movements, as well
as the emergence of post-modern and post-colonial theory, pointing to ways in which each
of these shaped different approaches to the study of women’s history and gender history.
In the second chapter, she asks why gender is so important to the study of medieval history
and why medieval history is so important to the study of gender. Here again the author pro-
vides a useful overview of some of the key scholarship that has sought to redress the previous
absence of the medieval within histories of women and histories of gender.

Chapters 3 through 5 examine different themes pertinent to the study of gender in theMiddle
Ages, with a focus on the types of medieval sources and contexts that can be interrogated for
this purpose. Medieval ideas about bodies, both as sexual and reproductive entities, as well as
ideas about control over the body and ideologies concerning sick or imperfect bodies, occupy
the focus of chapter 3, where they are explored with an emphasis on medieval medical and
scientific literature. Chapter 4 shifts the focus to the rules and customs of the Middle Ages,
outlining some of the ways in which they were used to realize patriarchal structures. Such
structures were used not only to subjugate women but to regulate men, and therefore can tell
us much about gender ideologies. Chapter 5 confronts the comparative lack of female voices in
medieval sources, outlining various ways in which women were silenced by medieval contexts
(such as lack of access to education) and then erased from the historical record in subsequent
treatments of their work as somehow being of limited value. Here there is a concerted effort
to draw out some of the female writers active in the Middle Ages, as well as a call to compare
what is written by women and what is written about them.

Chapters 6 and 7 return to the question of how modern developments have opened up
new paths for the study of gender in the Middle Ages, looking at “the thorny issue” (18) of
identity politics and queer theory respectively. In chapter 6, the author provides an overview
of debates that have emerged among historians of gender regarding ideas such as exceptional
women, medieval feminists, intersectionality, religious and ethnic “others,” as well as the
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